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Abstract— We present an approach to model 1/f and random 
telegraph noise in TCAD combining the models for non-local 
tunneling to traps and generation/recombination noise. The 
TCAD results are compared with simple numerical expression 
to understand the influence of the device and trap parameters 
on the noise spectrum. The simulation deck is then used to 
compute the low-frequency noise spectrum in III-V MOSFETs 
using traps distributions extracted from multi-frequency C-V 
measurements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 

1/f noise in MOSFETs has a significant impact on the 
performance of RF circuits such as oscillators and mixers due 
to up-conversion [1]. The power spectral density goes as the 
reciprocal of the area and so becomes critical with device 
scaling. Furthermore, for short channel devices single traps 
increase the variability of the noise spectrum and result in 
random-telegraph noise (RTN) [2][3]. 
Models for 1/f noise are usually based on the assumption of 
uniform trap distribution over space and energy in the gate 
oxide [4][5] while multi-frequency C-V and G-V experiments 
[6] have shown complex border traps distributions in high-k 
dielectrics. 

We use TCAD simulations [7] implementing the model 
for generation/recombination noise of [8]. Coupled with the 
non-local model tunneling to and from traps, our approach 
describes the carrier number fluctuations due to trapping/de-
trapping in the gate insulator with arbitrary energy and space 
distributions of donors and acceptors. Mobility fluctuations 
[5] are not accounted for by the present implementation. 

II. RESULTS FOR UNIFORM TRAP DISTRIBUTION 

Before considering complex trap distributions, we validate 
our approach by comparing the simulation results with the 
prediction of the well known formula for drain current noise 
due to carrier number fluctuation [4]: 

� 𝑆𝐼𝑑(𝑓) =
𝑞2𝐾𝑇𝑔𝑚2 𝑁𝐵𝑇
𝛼𝑡𝑊𝐿𝐶𝑂𝑋

2 𝑓
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NBT is the concentration of traps per unit volume and unit 
energy. The transconductance gm is extracted from the I-V 
curves. The factor 𝛼𝑡 = (2/ℏ)√2𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓𝜙𝐵 is computed 
using the TCAD tunneling mass (meff) and barrier (IB) 
between semiconductor and insulator. 

Fig. 1 compares Eq. 1 and TCAD results for Si/SiO2 and 
In0.53Ga0.47As/Al2O3 large area MOSFETs at low VDS. The 
noise is larger in the In0.53Ga0.47As device due to the larger 
mobility (we used bulk mobility just to simplify the 
comparison with the analytical model).  

The agreement between Eq. 1 and the TCAD results is 
very good and somewhat surprising: Eq. 1 is obtained 

assuming that the tunneling rate decreases exponentially when 
penetrating into the oxide and that the decay rate is the same 
for all energies, i.e. Ptun=exp(-Dt�x). On the other hand, in 
TCAD the devices show a triangular tunneling barrier and, 
furthermore, the trapping rate depends on energy [7]. This 
point will be discussed in the next section. 

Fig. 2 shows the effect of the gate bias on the spectrum, 
considering elastic and inelastic tunneling. Above threshold 
(not shown) all curves stay very close (same gm), while below 
threshold we see a decrease of the current spectrum. This 
decrease is even larger when only elastic tunneling is used: in 
such case, there are very few electrons at the interface able to 
tunnel into the traps. We thus propose a correcting factor to 
Eq. 1 in order to reproduce the TCAD results: 

� 𝑆𝐼𝑑(𝑓) =
𝑞2𝐾𝑇𝑔𝑚2 𝑁𝐵𝑇
𝛼𝑡𝑊𝐿𝐶𝑂𝑋
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where EF is the distance between the Fermi level and the 
conduction band minimum at the interface. Eq. 2 captures the 
decrease of SId at low VGS for elastic traps. 

III. INTERPRETATION WITH NUMERICAL MODELS 

To understand why Eq. 1 hold also with triangular 
tunneling barrier, we have worked out the different 
dependences related to the tunneling probability and trap 
capture/emission rates and see that they tend to compensate 
each other. First of all, we model the fluctuation of the trap 
occupation due to elastic tunneling with a Lorentzian function 
with inverse time constant: 

� 1
𝜏
= √8𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑚0𝑔𝑐𝑉𝑇

ℏ4𝜋
𝐸𝑇2√𝜙𝐵 − 𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑛� ����

where the meaning of the terms and the energy references 
can be seen in Fig. 3 and gC=1. The expression is the same 
used in [7] for elastic tunneling into traps. The tunneling 
probability Ptun across the trapezoidal barrier is computed with 
WKB approximation from x=0 to xT. Ramo’s theorem is used 
to compute the current fluctuation induce by the trap as qv/L. 
At low VDS the velocity is the mobility P multiplied by VDS/L. 
We thus get:  

� 𝑆𝐼𝑑(𝑓) = (𝑞𝜇𝑉𝐷𝑆
𝐿2

)
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where fT is the trap distribution (Fermi-Dirac statistic). Fig. 
4 compares Eq. 4 with TCAD results: the agreement is quite 
good and tends to be almost perfect when using TOX>30nm 
(not shown) where the assumption of the Ramo weighting 
field equal to 1/L is more appropriated. The noise is larger for 
VGS values such that the trap energy gets aligned with the 
Fermi level. 

When considering multiple traps, Eq. 4 should be 
integrated on the trap distribution:  
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where fT, W and NBT depend on the trap position and energy. 
If NBT is constant over energy and space, and the electric field 
in the oxide is almost null, we get W=W0 exp(Dt�xT) and Eq. 5 
leads to Eq. 2.  

Fig. 5 compares Eq. 5 with TCAD results for a case with 
FOX=1.44 MV/cm. We see that even if the oxide field is not 
null, the agreement between Eq. 5 and Eq. 2 is very good. We 
have verified that this holds even for higher FOX. Differences 
between Eq. 5 and Eq. 2 appear for example at 7 MV/cm as in 
Fig. 6. The influence of FOX is thus visible only at low 
frequency and makes SId deviate from the 1/f behavior. 

In addition, from Figs. 5 and 6 we see that the agreement 
between Eq. 5 and the TCAD results is good, in line with Figs. 
1 and 2. It improves when using TOX>30 nm (not shown) for 
the same reasons discussed for Fig. 4.  

To motivate the weak influence of FOX on the results, we 
first simplify the problem by noticing that fT(1-fT) resembles a 
Dirac-delta at energy EF. We thus can eliminate the integral 
over energy in Eq. 5 and get:  
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Where W and NBT are compute for the ET level aligned with 
EF. Fig. 5 shows that the Eq. 6 is very close to Eq. 5 over the 
whole frequency range. Differences between Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 
appear at high FOX as can be seen in Fig. 6, but in any case Eq. 
6 is a good starting point for a simplified analysis. 

Fig. 7 plots the term W/[1+(2SfW)2] inside the integral of 
Eq. 6 for 3 different FOX values: the shape of the curves and 
their integral is the same for 1MV/cm and 7 MV/cm. The 
function indeed peaks at W=1/(2Sf) with a peak value of 
1/(4Sf); for large FOX the tunneling probability (Fig. 8) 
increases with respect to the simple exponential term related 
to rectangular barrier, reducing W and moving the peak of 
W/[1+(2SfW)2] further inside the oxide. When FOX is too large, 
the function W/[1+(2SfW)2] gets cut off because there is no 
position where W=1/(2Sf), as can be seen in Fig. 7 for the case 
with FOX=9 MV/cm and the integral is lower than at low FOX. 
Note that in Fig. 7 we see a weaker effect of FOX compare to 
Fig. 6. This is due to the fact that in Fig. 7 we set a fixed 
EF=0.1 eV while in Fig. 6 the high FOX is associated to a large 
EF due to the low DoS of the channel material. The energy of 
the tunneling path is thus higher in Fig. 6 and the classical 
turning point is moved to the left compared to. Fig. 7. 

 

IV. REALISTIC TRAP DISTRIBUTION 

We now consider a realistic trap distribution obtained by 
fitting multi-frequency C-V (Fig. 9a) and G-V (not shown) 
curves for InGaAs/Al2O3 capacitors [6]. The acceptor and 
donor profiles (plots b and c) are not uniform in energy and 
are positioned close to the interface. The resulting noise 
spectra at different biases are reported in Fig. 10. In strong 
inversion, tunneling is more localized and takes place with 
traps closer to the interface. Since 1/f noise is the combination 

RTN over the different tunneling rates, this results in a flat 
spectra up to a knee frequency related to the slowest tunneling 
rate. Above that, we have 1/f dependence. In accumulation, 
instead, the slowest tunneling rate is much smaller and we see 
1/f noise even at low frequency, tending to 1/f2 when 
approaching the largest tunneling rate. 

We now consider the influence of an additional uniform 
trap distribution inside the oxide. This additional charge does 
not affect the C-V curves simulated in Fig. 9 up to NBT ∼1019 
cm-3eV-1, and thus is out of the detection limit of the multi-
frequency C-V experiment (from 1 kHz up to 1 MHz). Fig. 11 
shows that this additional contribution results in 1/f noise at 
low frequency in inversion, demonstrating that low-frequency 
noise measurements can probe traps deep in the oxide that are 
not probed by C-V at typical frequency range of measurement 
(1 kHz up to 1 MHz). Fig. 12 shows that the impact of bulk 
traps is much weaker in depletion/accumulation, where the 
DBT is higher and goes deeper into the oxide than in inversion 
(Fig. 9 b-c), so that the additional uniform NBT does not play 
a significant role. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that TCAD simulations can be used to 
analyze low frequency noise in MOSFETs considering 
complex trap distributions. The simple formula for carrier 
number fluctuation holds also when the tunneling barrier is 
not rectangular and the trapping rate changes with energy. On 
the other hand, a correction to that formula has been proposed 
to describe the lower of the noise due to elastic tunnel in the 
subthreshold regime. 
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Figure 1 Comparison between the TCAD simulations employ an inelastic 
tunneling model for traps, using a trap volume VT=10-11 µm3 and a phonon 
energy Eph=48 meV. W= 1 µm, L=0.2 µm, VDS=25 mV. 

 
Figure 2 Comparison between TCAD simulations and the analytic model 
of Eq. 1-2 (dashed line) for an InGaAs/Al2O3 MOSFET  simulated at 0 V 
(squares) and 3 V (triangles). TCAD simulations use inelastic (closed 
symbols) and elastic (open symbols) tunneling models for traps. 

 
Figure 4 Comparison between the analytical model based on Eqs.3,4 
and TCAD simulations for a single trap at xT=1nm from the interface 
with an energy ET=3.05eV. Device parameters are the same as in Fig.1 
(InGaAs device) excpet for TOX=6.3nm. 

 
Figure 3 Band-diagram of the semiconductor/insulator system in the case of 
a single trap. The energy reference is the bottom of the conduction band at 
the interface. 

 
Figure 5 Comparison between the various numerical models and TCAD 
simulations for distributed traps and FOX=1.44 MV/cm. The device is the 
same as in Fig.1 (InGaAs device) but an uniform trap distribution with 
NBT=1017 cm-3eV-1 is used.  

 
Figure 6 Comparison between the various numerical models and 
TCAD simulations for distributed traps and FOX=7 MV/cm. The 
device is the same as in Fig.1 (InGaAs device) but an uniform trap 
distribution with NBT=1017 cm-3eV-1 is used.  
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Figure 7 Term W/[1+(2SfW)2] evaluated inside the insulator for an energy 
equal to the Fermi level in the substrate (set to 0.1eV). The frequency is set 
to f=1Hz. 

 
Figure 12 Noise spectrum using a border traps distribution obtained from 
the sum of the DBT(z,E) in Fig. 9 and an additional uniform donor 
distribution with density NBT. The spectrum is extracted at the same EC-
EF=-0.5 eV (corresponding to negative VGS). 

 
Figure 10 Noise spectrum at different VG using the DBT(z,E) of Fig. 
9. W= 1 µm, L=0.2 µm, VDS=25 mV. 

 
Figure 9 Experimental (solid lines) multi-frequency C-V (a) compared with 
simulated data (dashed lines). Simulations use (b) acceptor and (c) donor DBT(z,E) 
inside the 6.3 nm Al2O3. Doping is ND=3.0·1017 cm-3 and SRH time is τg=80 ps. The 
energy distributions are referred to the InGaAs conduction band (EC). 

 
Figure 11 Noise spectrum using a border traps distribution obtained from 
the sum of the DBT(z,E) in Fig. 9 and an additional uniform acceptor 
distribution with density NBT. In all simulations VGS is 3 V, except for the 
one with NBT =1019 cm-3 eV-1, where VGS is 5 V to compensate for the 
threshold shift due to the traps. 

 
Figure 8 Tunneling probability along the path of Figure 7 for 
differernt values of the oxide field FOX. 
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